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Abstract:  

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are among the most intense and feared storms in the world. What physical 

processes lead to cyclogenesis remains the most mysterious aspect of TC physics. Here, we study 

spontaneous TC genesis using cloud-resolving simulations over an f-plane with constant sea-

surface temperature. Previous studies proposed that spontaneous TC genesis requires either 

radiative or surface-flux feedbacks. To test this hypothesis, we perform mechanism-denial 

experiments, in which we switch off both feedback processes. We find that TCs can self-emerge 

even without radiative and surface-flux feedbacks. Although these feedbacks accelerate the 

genesis and impact the size of the TCs, TCs can reach similar intensities as those in the control 

experiment without these feedbacks. We show that TC genesis is associated with an abrupt 

increase in the Available Potential Energy (APE) and that convective heating dominates the APE 

production. Our result suggests that spontaneous TC genesis may result from a cooperative 

interaction between convection and circulation, and that radiative and surface-flux feedbacks 

accelerate the process. 

 

1. Introduction 

A tropical cyclone (TC) is a rapidly rotating storm system over a tropical ocean. It is often 

characterized by a center of anomalously low surface pressure, a closed low-level atmospheric 

circulation, a warm core, and a spiral arrangement of thunderstorms. TCs are among the most 

intense and feared storms of the world, with torrential rains that can last for O(1 week) and 

destructive winds that span over O(1000 km). In spite of extensive theoretical developments and 

the ever-advancing observing capabilities, TC genesis remains as the most mysterious aspect of 

TC physics [see Emanuel (2018) for a comprehensive review].  

 

Observational studies suggested that TCs often form from a pre-existing mid-level cyclonic vortex 

(Bartels & Maddox, 1991; Davidson et al., 1990; Laing & Fritsch, 1993; McBride & Zehr, 1981; 

Velasco & Fritsch, 2012). Recent studies observed that a closed “pouch” associated with a tropical 

wave protects a region of deep convection from the intrusion of dry air, favoring the formation of 

a surface-concentrated vortex that then intensifies to TC strength (Dunkerton et al., 2009; 

Raymond & López Carrillo, 2011; Smith et al., 2015; Z. Wang et al., 2010; Z. Wang, 2012). 
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Although these studies have provided many insights, the high degree of complexity in the real 

atmosphere makes it difficult to distinguish what physical processes are essential to TC genesis. 

Here, idealized modeling studies are ideal complements to the observational studies. 

 

Recent work has shown that TCs can spontaneously develop in rotating radiative-convective 

equilibrium (RRCE) simulations using both cloud-resolving models (CRMs) and general 

circulation models (GCMs) (Bretherton et al., 2005; Chavas & Emanuel, 2014; Chavas & Reed, 

2019; Held & Zhao, 2008; Khairoutdinov & Emanuel, 2013; Merlis et al., 2016; Merlis & Held, 

2019; Muller & Romps, 2018; Nolan, Rappin, et al., 2007; Reed & Chavas, 2015; Shi & 

Bretherton, 2014; Wing et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2013). These studies suggest that initial 

disturbances may help TC genesis in the real atmosphere, but they are not essential.  

 

Spontaneous TC genesis is considered as f-plane convective self-aggregation. Convective self-

aggregation is a phenomenon in which large-scale circulations and convective organization can 

self-emerge over uniform sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) and boundary conditions (Arnold & 

Randall, 2015; Bretherton et al., 2005; Muller & Held, 2012; Wing et al., 2018; Yang, 2018a, 

2018b, 2019). This process is associated with both increasing moist static energy (MSE) variance 

and increasing eddy available potential energy (APE). Wing et al. (2016) analyzed the MSE 

variance budget in spontaneous TC genesis and showed that radiative and surface flux feedbacks 

help increase MSE variance, consistent with non-rotating self-aggregation processes. In addition, 

the authors removed the radiative feedback by horizontally homogenizing radiative cooling rates 

and discovered that spontaneous TC genesis was delayed. Muller and Romps (2018) further 

showed that removing surface-flux feedbacks significantly delays TC genesis and reduces the TC 

strength at the mature stage. These mechanism-denial experiments are consistent with the MSE 

analysis, showing that radiative and surface-flux feedbacks contribute to increase MSE variance, 

favoring TC genesis. As the MSE variance increase is associated with radiative and surface-flux 

feedbacks, the MSE analyses seem to suggest that spontaneous TC genesis would not occur in the 

absence of radiative and surface-flux feedbacks. However, as MSE is quasi-conserved in moist 

adiabatic processes, the MSE analysis may overlook the role of convection. 
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Evaporation of water from the ocean surface constitutes the most important source of energy for 

TCs (Emanuel, 2003, 2018). This energy, later released by condensation of water vapor, is key to 

TC development and maintenance: Convective heating can generate APE, which can subsequently 

convert to kinetic energy, providing energy for TC genesis and maintenance (Nolan, Moon, et al., 

2007). Generation of APE is associated with the development of a warm core, which is necessary 

to sustain the vortex in hydrostatic and gradient wind balances. Although an APE-centric 

framework has been widely used to understand convectively coupled tropical circulations 

(including non-rotating convective self-aggregation) (Anthes & Johnson, 1968; Emanuel et al., 

1994; Kuang, 2008; Nolan, Moon, et al., 2007; Veiga et al., 2008; Yang, 2018a), it has not been 

applied to understand spontaneous TC genesis. Increases in APE are led by APE production due 

to convection, radiation, and surface fluxes (e.g., Yang 2018a). Therefore, an analysis of the APE 

highlights the role of convection, complementing the MSE analysis. 

 

In this paper, we combine the analysis of APE with mechanism-denial CRM simulations to address 

the question of what processes contribute to the spontaneous TC genesis, and what is the minimum 

recipe. We describe our research methods in Section 2, present simulation results in Section 3, and 

expose the APE analysis in Section 4. In section 5 we show the sensitivity of our results to changes 

of the Coriolis parameter and resolution. We conclude and discuss the implications of our findings 

in Section 6.  

 

2. Methods 

2.1 Model and experiment setup 

We perform rotating RCE simulations over an f-plane using the System for Atmospheric 

Modeling, SAM, version 6.10.10 (Khairoutdinov & Randall, 2003). SAM is an anelastic model 

that has been widely used to study tropical convection, (Bretherton et al., 2005; Khairoutdinov & 

Emanuel, 2013; Muller & Held, 2012; Wing et al., 2016; Yang, 2018a). The horizontal domain is 

a doubly periodic rectangle of 1024 km  1024 km with 4-km resolution. The vertical domain is 

of 34.8 km, and the resolution is 50 m from z = 0 m to z = 1050 m and increases to 600 m at z = 

3000 m. The integration timestep is 10 s but it decreases when needed to prevent numerical 

instabilities. The radiation scheme is that of CAM3 (Community Atmosphere Model 3); the sub 
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grid-scale scheme is the default Smagorinsky-type scheme; and the microphysics scheme is the 

SAM single-moment microphysics. The Coriolis parameter is constant: 𝑓 = 4.97 × 10−4 s−1, 

which corresponds to 10 times the Coriolis parameter at 20 latitude. The large f  helps shrink the 

horizontal scale of TCs and allows us to simulate a TC  in a small domain (Khairoutdinov & 

Emanuel, 2013). The horizontally averaged wind speed is nudged to zero at all levels and the sea 

surface temperature is held at 300 K. The diurnal cycle is turned off and the solar constant is set 

to 424 W m−2, which approximates the annual mean insolation in the tropical atmosphere.  

 

We investigate the sensitivity of TC genesis to the removal of radiative and surface-flux feedbacks. 

In the radiation-moisture feedback, radiative cooling leads to subsidence in the dry area, which 

promotes more radiative cooling and further dries the atmosphere. We remove this feedback by 

horizontally homogenizing radiative cooling rate at each vertical level (Muller & Romps, 2018; 

Wing et al., 2016; Yang, 2018a). As the enthalpy fluxes from the sea-surface to the atmosphere 

depend on wind speed and enthalpy disequilibrium between the surface and low-level air, the 

surface-flux feedbacks comprise two competing effects. An enhanced wind speed near the surface 

promotes enthalpy fluxes from the ocean to the atmosphere, which in turn increases the overturning 

circulation and enhances surface wind speeds, closing the feedback loop. On the other hand, 

regions of enhanced surface humidity have a decreased enthalpy disequilibrium. This acts to 

decrease the surface fluxes, weakening the convection and resulting in a negative feedback. The 

surface-flux feedbacks are removed by horizontally homogenizing the surface fluxes (Muller & 

Romps, 2018; Yang, 2018a). We will present three simulations: Control, where the interactive 

radiation and surface fluxes are not altered; HomoRad, where the radiative feedback is turned off; 

and HomoRad+HomoSfc where radiative and surface-flux feedbacks are turned off.  

 

To test the sensitivity of the results to changes in resolution, we run additional 100-day simulations 

with a similar setup but using 2-km horizontal resolution in the Control, HomoRad and 

HomoRad+HomoSfc configurations, and a 30-day simulation with horizontal resolution of 1 km 

in the HomoRad+HomoSfc configuration. We also run simulations with a horizontal grid spacing 

of 2-km and 𝑓 = 3 × 10−4 s−1 and 𝑓 = 1 × 10−4 s−1 in the HomoRad+HomoSfc configuration 

to explore the sensitivity of the results to the Coriolis parameter. 
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2.2 TC composite 

To characterize basic TC features, we make an “average TC” using the last 100 days of each 

simulation. We first identify TCs using the departure of surface pressure from its horizontal mean 

(𝑃′𝑠𝑓𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝑃𝑠𝑓𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) – 𝑃𝑠𝑓𝑐(𝑡), where the overbar denotes the horizonal mean). Because 

the scale of a tropical cyclone is of O(500 km), we smooth this pressure anomaly with a moving 

median filter to reduce the smaller scale features. We use a window size of 20 km for smoothing 

and our results are robust over different choices of the window sizes. We then search for the local 

minima of the smoothed pressure anomalies. If these minima are less than −9 hPa, we record them 

as TCs. This threshold value is slightly different than that in (Cronin & Chavas, 2019) (−5 hPa vs. 

−9 hPa), but the result is not changed significantly by changing the threshold. Having obtained 

the time and location of the TC centers (the minima of surface pressure perturbation), we then 

create the TC composite by aligning the centers of the identified TCs and taking the time average 

only over the time steps with identified TCs. This gives a composite of TC-associated variables, 

including surface pressure, surface winds, air temperature, and others. We can then obtain the 

characteristic features of TCs by analyzing their composite. 

 

2.3 Available potential energy 

APE is the amount of gravitational potential energy that can be transformed into kinetic energy by 

lowering the center of mass of the atmosphere (Vallis, 2017). APE is, therefore, an energy reservoir 

for atmospheric circulations. According to Yang (2018a), APE in an anelastic atmosphere is given 

by  

 

𝐴𝑃𝐸 =  ∫ 𝜌0(𝑧
′)
𝑏2

𝑁2
𝑑𝑧′,

𝑧

0

 (1) 

 

where 𝑏 is buoyancy, 𝜌0(𝑧) represents the reference density, 𝑁2 is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency 

squared (a measure of stratification), 𝑧  denotes the vertical coordinate and the horizontal bar 

represents horizontal averaging over the region considered. 
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To obtain an evolution equation for the APE, we consider the buoyancy equation 

 

𝜕𝑡𝑏 +  𝑢𝜕𝑥 𝑏 +  𝑣𝜕𝑦𝑏 +  𝑤𝑁
2 = 𝑆𝑏, (2) 

 

where 𝑡 is time, 𝑢,𝑣 and 𝑤 are the components of the velocity vector and 𝑆𝑏 represents buoyancy 

sources, including convective heating, radiative cooling, and surface fluxes. Using (2), Yang 

(2018a) obtained an evolution equation for the slowly varying component of the APE: 
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, (3)
 

  

where the first term on the right-hand side is the APE production term, the second and third are 

the advection terms, and the last term is the conversion to kinetic energy. The tilde represents the 

slowly varying component associated with TCs. According to Yang (2018a), buoyancy sources 

are computed by  

 

𝑆𝑏 =  𝑔
𝑆𝜃

𝜃
+  𝑔

𝜖𝑆𝑞
1 + 𝜖 𝑞

 , (4) 

 

where 𝜃 is potential temperature, 𝑞 is specific humidity,  𝑔 is the acceleration of gravity,  𝑆𝑞  and 

𝑆𝜃 are sources of humidity and heating, respectively, and 𝜖 =  
𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝑀𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
− 1 = 0.62. 

 

 It is important to note from (3) that the production of APE occurs when the product 𝑏𝑆𝑏is positive 

(when buoyancy and buoyancy sources are positively correlated).  

 

2.4 The Okubo-Weiss parameter 

A useful quantity to describe the local rotation in a flow is the Okubo-Weiss parameter, defined 

as: 
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𝑂𝑊 = (
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
−
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
)
2

+ (
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
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𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
)
2

− (
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
− 
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
)
2

   , 

 
or 𝑂𝑊 = 𝑠𝑛

2 + 𝑠𝑠
2 − 𝜔2 ,  where 𝑠𝑛, 𝑠𝑠, and 𝜔 are the normal and shear components of strain, and 

the relative vorticity of the flow, respectively. This quantity separates the relative importance of 

strain and vorticity, and it has been used to track the development of vortical regions (e.g. Chang 

& Oey, 2014; Kilroy et al., 2017). Kilroy et al (2017) showed that a coherent region of decreased 

OW values at from 850 hPa to 500 hPa precedes the intensification of a low pressure system over 

land. To test the original location of the vortical regions in our experiments, we compute the 

Okubo-Weiss parameter at 𝑧 =  2 km. We follow Chang & Oey, (2014) in defining a vortex as a 

connected region that has a OW value smaller than −0.2 times its spatial standard deviation. The 

decreased OW value indicates a vorticity-dominated region.  

 

3. Results 

TCs self-emerge in all three simulations. Figure 1 shows map views of surface winds, surface 

pressure, and the OW parameter at day 60 for the Control, HomoRad and HomoRad+HomoSfc 

experiments. All experiments simulate TC-like structures, featuring areas of low surface pressure, 

high wind speed, and low OW parameter, with a clearly defined eye region in the center. In the 

Supplemental Material, Movie S1 shows the time evolution of the same variables after starting 

from a homogeneous state. In the Control simulation, regions of enhanced wind speed occur after 

7 days, and a center of low surface pressure is noticeable in the same region by day 8. This low-

pressure center coincides with a connected region of decreased OW parameter at 2 km. By day 10, 

multiple centers of low pressure, low OW, and high wind speed have emerged. As time evolves, 

the low-pressure centers become centers of low wind speed surrounded by rapidly rotating wind. 

We consider at this point that TCs are developed. The multiple TCs in Control merge after 68 days, 

and a single TC that occupies almost the whole domain lasts for the rest of the simulation. In 

HomoRad this process is slower: the regions of enhanced wind speeds, and decreased OW appear 

around day 12, and two clearly defined TCs are developed after 16 days. By day 88, multiple TCs 

have merged into a domain-wide TC. The genesis process is further delayed in 

HomoRad+HomoSfc. The region of enhanced wind speeds and low OW can be first observed 

around day 22, and the first clearly defined TC is developed by day 27. The multiple TCs in this 
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simulation do not merge into a domain-sized TC. Instead, during the simulated period several TCs 

appear, dissipate, and reappear.  

 

TCs without radiative and surface-flux feedbacks can reach the same intensity as those in the 

Control simulation. In Figure 1, it seems that TCs in the HomoRad+HomoSfc simulation would 

not reach the same intensity as those in the control simulation. This result seems consistent with 

(Montgomery et al., 2006), who proposed that small-scale convective towers with intense cyclonic 

vorticity in their cores (vortical hot towers) can emerge as coherent structures, generating a tropical 

depression in a surface-flux-limited configuration. However, we show that TCs become much 

stronger in the HomoRad+HomoSfc simulation when we increase the horizontal resolution. Figure 

2 shows map views of surface wind speed and surface pressure in the Control, HomoRad and 

HomoRad+HomoSfc simulations with 2-km  2-km grid spacing at day 60. We observe TCs in 

the three experiments, all of which reach a similar intensity. When the resolution is further 

increased to 1-km in HomoRad+HomoSfc, the intensity remains similar to that of the 2-km 

simulation (see movies), suggesting that the intensity of the TCs converge. In the Supplemental 

material, movies S2 and S3 show simulations at 2-km resolution of Control, HomoRad and 

HomoRad+HomoSfc (movie S2) and a simulation at 1-km resolution in the HomoRad+HomoSfc 

(movie S3). For the rest of our paper, we will focus the analysis on the 4-km simulations, which 

were integrated for a longer period of time and can generate better TC statistics. Otherwise, the 

horizontal resolution will be explicitly noted.  

 

The distinct timing of TC genesis between different simulations is clear from Figure 3, which  

illustrates the time evolution of the maximum surface wind speed, minimum surface pressure  and 

the minimum OW at 𝑧 =  2 km. We identify TC genesis as the period when the surface wind 

speed increases abruptly. This occurs slightly before the rotation is noticeable in the Movie S1: 

around day 5 in the Control simulation, day 10 in HomoRad and day 20 in HomoRad+HomoSfc 

(orange lines in Figure 3), and it occurs slightly before the minimum OW parameter experiences 

an abrupt increase (green lines in Figure 3). The acceleration of TC genesis by radiative and 

surface-flux feedbacks is consistent with the results of Muller and Romps (2018), Wing et al. 

(2016) and Zhang and Emanuel (2016). 
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TC composites show that the simulated TCs have horizontal and vertical structures that resemble 

observations of real TCs (Figures 4-6). Figure 4 consists of map views of the composites. The 

upper panel shows surface wind speed and the lower panel shows surface pressure. TCs in the 

three simulations are all characterized by a center of quiescent winds collocated with a well-

defined eye of minimum surface pressure. TCs in the Control and HomoRad simulations almost 

fill the entire domain, whereas those in HomoRad+HomoSfc are of a smaller spatial extent.  

 

Figure 5 shows more clearly the radial structure of the surface wind speed (Figure 5a) and the 

surface pressure (Figure 5b). The surface wind speed has a local minimum at the center of 

minimum pressure in the three cases, and it increases rapidly outward (Figure 5a). The maximum 

wind speed is around 20 m s-1 at 50 km from the center in Control, 18 m s-1 at the same distance 

from the center in HomoRad, and 10 m s-1 at about 40 km from the center in HomoRad+HomoSfc. 

After reaching the maximum, surface wind speed then decreases with distance from the center, 

reaching 5 m s-1 at 430 km in Control, at around 460 km in HomoRad and at 120 km in 

HomoRad+HomoSfc. This confirms the smaller horizontal extent of TCs in the 

HomoRad+HomoSfc simulation. Similarly, the surface pressure has a local minimum in the center 

of the TC, and it increases with distance (Figure 5b). The local minimum in the center has a surface 

pressure value of 956 hPa in Control, 960 hPa in HomoRad and 991 hPa in HomoRad+HomoSfc, 

and the maximum value attained far from the center is 1010 hPa in Control and HomoRad, and 

1004 hPa in HomoRad+HomoSfc.  

 

The vertical structures of the simulated TCs also are consistent with realistic TCs. Figure 6 shows 

vertical cross-sections at 𝑦 =  512 km. Because we built the composite by re-centering each TC, 

the center of the composite TC coincides with the center of the domain. The tangential wind speed 

(Figure 6a – Figure 6c) is positive to the right of the TC and negative to the left of the TC, 

indicating cyclonically rotating wind throughout much of the troposphere. Above this cyclonic 

wind, we observe tangential wind in the opposite direction in the Control and HomoRad composite 

TCs (Figure 6a and Figure 6b), but not in HomoRad+HomoSfc (Figure 6c). Additionally, Figures 

6a-6c, show a buoyant (warm) core indicated by the contours of maximum temperature 
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perturbation in the center of each TC. The cyclonically rotating wind as well as the buoyant core 

extend as far as the tropopause, where radiative cooling rate vanishes. The tropopause appears to 

be around 16 km in Control and HomoRad and around 13.6 km in HomoRad+HomoSfc. 

 

Positive convective heating anomalies extend from near surface to the tropopause and are 

collocated with the warm core of the simulated TCs (Fig. 6d-f). Convective heating is not standard 

output of SAM, which solves the conservation law of MSE. Here we diagnose convective heating 

from the buoyancy equation: we first calculate left-hand-side terms in (2); we then calculate 

convective heating as the residual of (2)—the left-hand-side terms minus radiative cooling and 

surface buoyancy fluxes. The deep heating structure in the troposphere captures latent heat release 

in convective storms. However, heating anomalies in the stratosphere are likely associated with 

other small-scale parameterized physics. It is worth noting that there is no convective heating in 

the eye region in our simulations. Because we horizontally smooth the data to capture large-scale 

circulations associated with TCs, it appears that convective heating is also present in the eyes of 

TCs.  

 

Convective heating coincides with positive buoyancy anomalies, suggesting positive APE 

production due to convection (as observed in section 2.3). To examine further this hypothesis, we 

now examine the time evolution of APE and APE budgets in the simulations.  

 

4 Evolution of APE in the simulated TCs 

TC development is associated with APE evolution. Figure 7a shows the time evolution of the total 

APE in the domain for the three experiments. In all simulations, the APE grows initially with time 

(the genesis period) and reaches the first local maximum at the same time as the corresponding 

surface wind speed does (see Figure 1; around day 15, 25 and 30 for Control, HomoRad and 

HomoRad+HomoSfc, respectively). This suggests that diagnosing APE evolution may help 

understand TC genesis. 

 

Figures 7b-7d show the APE budgets. In all simulations, convective heating dominates APE 

production, whereas the contribution of radiative and surface fluxes is modest. Additionally, the 
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APE production by convective heating is mainly balanced by its conversion to kinetic energy. 

These results hold, in particular, for Control and HomoRad, where radiative and surface-flux 

feedbacks are active. This observation may help explain the occurrence of TCs in 

HomoRad+HomoSfc after removing radiative and surface-flux feedbacks.  

 

Our results challenge the prevailing theory of spontaneous TC genesis. Previous studies regarded 

surface-flux or radiative feedbacks as essential ingredients in the spontaneous TC genesis process 

(Muller & Romps, 2018; Wing et al., 2018). However, we found that TCs can self-emerge without 

radiative and surface-flux feedbacks (Figures 1 and 2). Additionally, our analysis of APE budgets 

shows that convective heating dominates APE production (Figure 7).  

 

5 Sensitivity of spontaneous TC genesis the Coriolis parameter  and resolution 

Occurrence of spontaneous TC genesis depends on the value of the Coriolis parameter. Figure 8 

shows the time evolution of the maximum wind speed and minimum surface pressure on the 

Control and HomoRad experiments at 2-km resolution and f =  5 × 10−4 s−1. It also shows three 

HomoRad+HomoSfc experiments with f  taking values of 1 × 10−4 s−1 , 3 × 10−4 s−1 , and 

5 × 10−4  s−1. Spontaneous TC genesis occurs in all cases except for the HomoRad+HomoSfc 

with 𝑓 = 1 × 10−4 s−1 (see also Movies S2, S4 and S5 in the Supplemental material), where 

convection remains randomly distributed throughout the simulation period. When spontaneous TC 

genesis occurs, the intensity of the observed TCs is similar, although in the HomoRad+HomoSfc 

experiments, the maximum wind speed increases more gradually from around day 25 to around 

day 60, and reaches its maximum value around day 60, whereas in Control and HomoRad, the 

maximum wind speed reaches its maximum value shortly after TC genesis.  Our result is consistent 

with Muller & Romps (2018), who showed that spontaneous TC genesis does not occur when 𝑓 =

1 × 10−4 s−1 . It is important to note that  𝑓 = 3 × 10−4 s−1 is around twice the maximum value 

of the Coriolis parameter in Earth, so we may not expect spontaneous TC genesis on Earth without 

radiative and surface-flux feedbacks. 

 

Here, we speculate on potential explanations for the dependence of spontaneous TC genesis to the 

value of f. The spatial scale of TCs is approximately proportional to 1/f  (Chavas & Emanuel, 2014; 
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Zhou et al., 2013), so TCs in the simulations with  𝑓 = 1 × 10−4 s−1 would have much larger 

spatial scales than in the fast-rotating simulations if all other factors are equal. Using the same 

computing domain, the 𝑓 = 1 × 10−4 s−1 simulation may not be able to accommodate a TC, or 

their TCs have to be much weaker to be accommodated, which then becomes difficult to detect. 

Another plausible explanation is that increasing the rotation rate reduces the scale separation 

between convective organization and the deformation radius, favoring TC genesis (Ooyama, 1982). 

The deformation radius is roughly the minimum spatial scale that feels the effect of rotation and 

is often much larger than the scale of convective storms. Increasing rotation rate would reduce the 

deformation radius and thereby the scale separation between convective storms and the 

deformation radius. This makes it easier for organized convection to feel the effect of rotation, 

favoring TC genesis. A detailed investigation of the hypotheses is beyond the scope of this study 

and is left for future work. 

 

Although in this work we focused on simulations with 4-km resolution, we have also performed 

HomoRad+HomoSfc simulations with 2-km and 1-km horizontal resolutions to test the sensitivity 

of our results. We find that when resolution is increased, TCs without radiative and surface-flux 

feedbacks reach roughly the same intensity as those in the Control experiments (Figures 2 and 8). 

Furthermore, we find that the results converge: when the resolution is increased to 1-km horizontal 

grid spacing, the intensity of the TCs in the HomoRad+HomoSfc configuration remains unchanged 

with respect to that experiment with a 2-km resolution. Therefore, our results are robust to the 

model resolution.  

 

6 Main findings and implications  

 

This paper, for the first time, shows that spontaneous TC genesis can occur after turning off both 

radiative and surface-flux feedbacks in f-plane CRM simulations. The simulated TCs in all of our 

experiments have realistic horizontal and vertical structures, and our simulation results are robust 

to varying horizontal resolutions. This result challenges our previous understanding that 

spontaneous TC genesis requires either radiative or surface-flux feedbacks (Muller & Romps, 

2018; Wing et al., 2018). We then find that high Coriolis parameter favors spontaneous TC genesis. 
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The minimum f that allows TCs to self-emerge in HomoRad+HomoSfc exceeds Earth’s Coriolis 

parameter. Therefore, we would not expect to observe this phenomenon in Earth’s tropical 

atmosphere.  

 

Our results are consistent with the broadly defined conditional instability of the second kind 

(CISK), if we define CISK as a cooperative instability between atmospheric flows and convection 

that does not require surface-flux or radiative feedbacks (Bretherton, 2003). Conventional CISK 

studies mainly focused on linear stability analysis or computer simulations with parameterized 

convection (Montgomery & Smith, 2014; Ooyama, 1982; Smith, 1997). These studies are, 

therefore, subject to criticisms on assumptions in the representation of dynamics or convection. 

Their simulated TCs are often with a much smaller spatial scale than that the observed TCs. To 

the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first 3D nonlinear CRM simulations that actually 

show that TC genesis can result from interactions between convection and atmospheric 

circulations. This result is, therefore, a significant advancement in our understanding of TC 

genesis.  

 

Can convection drive large-scale circulations in the absence of radiative and surface-flux 

feedbacks (e.g. Emanuel et al., 1994; Ooyama, 1982)? This is a central question in tropical 

atmospheric dynamics. This paper and recent research show that cooperative interactions between 

convection and atmospheric circulations can lead to a wide spectrum of convectively coupled 

circulations, including convective self-aggregation (Muller & Bony, 2015; Yang, 2018a, 2019), 

TCs (Montgomery & Smith, 2014; Ooyama, 1982), convectively coupled equatorial waves 

(Andersen & Kuang, 2008; Kuang, 2008; Mapes, 2000) and the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) 

(B. Wang et al., 2016; Yang & Ingersoll, 2013, 2014). These studies suggest that convection can 

indeed drive large-scale circulations without radiative and surface-flux feedbacks.  

 

We use an APE-centric framework (Yang 2018a), which complements the widely used MSE 

analysis. Our APE analyses show that convective heating coincides with buoyancy anomalies 

(Figure 6) and dominates APE production during both the genesis and mature stages of TC 

development (Figure 7). The fact that convection dominates the APE production even in the full-
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physics simulation may help explain why spontaneous TC genesis can exist without the radiative 

and surface-flux feedbacks. It is important to note that we use a “dry” APE framework, which 

treats convective heating as an external heat source. In future studies, it is desirable to analyze our 

experiments using “moist” variables, including the MSE and moist APE, which may provide 

additional insights on the spontaneous TC genesis. Aside from an approach centered in 

thermodynamics, future work focusing on the dynamics (e.g., analysis of vorticity) of spontaneous 

TC genesis is necessary. The dynamic and thermodynamic approaches are complementary, and a 

complete picture of the TC genesis should consider both. 

 

The energy that powers TCs ultimately comes from the ocean (Emanuel, 1986, 2003), which 

transfers energy to the atmosphere primarily through surface sensible and latent heat fluxes. Our 

experiments are not exceptions, as the surface energy fluxes are key to sustain a moist convecting 

atmosphere. However, our experiments show that when radiative or surface-flux feedbacks are not 

active, convective heating may be capable of producing horizontal pressure perturbations, allowing  

spontaneous TC genesis to occur.  

 

This paper aims to understand TC genesis by studying it in RRCE. In RRCE simulations, TCs can 

self-emerge, but this process often takes 10 – 30 days (this work, Emanuel, 2018; Muller & Romps, 

2018; Wing et al., 2016). This timescale is long comparing to that of synoptic-scale disturbances 

in the tropical atmosphere: physical processes leading to TC genesis in RRCE might be less 

efficient than synoptic-scale weather systems. Therefore, there are likely other physical processes 

that promote TC genesis in the real atmosphere. In future studies, it would be useful to repeat our 

simulations using a hierarchy of numerical models, which may include aqua-planet GCMs with 

uniform SSTs, aqua-planet GCMs with realistic SST distributions, and GCMs with realistic 

topography and SST distributions. This approach will not only test the robustness of our results 

but will also help bridge the gap between highly idealized studies and observation-based studies.  
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Data availability  

The data for each figure is publicly accessible at 

https://ucdavis.box.com/s/snnzay8h8s1iydb12o6d46lgoac8rhda 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. Map views of surface pressure, surface wind speed and OW at z = 2 km at t = 60 days. 

(a-c) contours of surface pressure (hPa),  (d-f) and surface wind speed (m/s) and (g-i) OW (showing 

regions where OW is less than -0.2 times the spatial standard deviation, between -0.2 and 0.2 times 

the  spatial standard deviation and larger than 0.2 times the spatial standard deviation). The first, 

second and third columns correspond to the Control, HomoRad and HomoRad+HomoSfc 

simulations, respectively.  
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Figure 2. Map views of surface pressure and surface wind speed at t = 60 days for simulations 

with 2-km resolution. (a-c) contours of surface pressure (hPa) and  (d-f) and surface wind speed 

(m/s). The first, second and third columns correspond to the Control, HomoRad and 

HomoRad+HomoSfc simulations, respectively.  
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Figure 3. Time evolution of maximum surface wind speed, minimum surface pressure, and 

minimum OW at 𝑧 = 2 km. (a) Corresponds to the Control simulation, (b) corresponds to the 

HomoRad simulation and (c) corresponds to the HomoRad+HomoSfc simulation. In (a-c) blue 

represents the minimum surface pressure scaled as 𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑(𝑡) =
𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑡)−min (𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛)

max (𝑃min )−min(𝑃min )
, orange 

represents the maximum wind speed scaled as 𝑉𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑(𝑡) =
|𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑡)|

 max (𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥))
 and green represents the 

minimum Okubo-Weiss parameter scaled as 𝑂𝑊𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑(𝑡) =
𝑂𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑡)

min (𝑂𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑛)
, where the subscript min 

denotes spatial minimum, and the functions max(A) and min(A) take the maximum and the 

minimum of the field A over time, respectively.  
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Figure 4. Map views of surface wind speed and surface pressure in the composite TCs. (a-c) 

contours of surface wind speed (m/s). (d-f) surface pressure (hPa). The first, second and third 

columns correspond to the Control, HomoRad and HomoRad+HomoSfc simulations, respectively.  
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Figure 5. Radial structure of maximum wind speed at the surface and minimum surface pressure 

in the composite TCs. (a) Maximum surface wind speed (m/s). (b) Minimum surface pressure 

(hPa). Blue corresponds to the Control simulation, orange corresponds to the HomoRad 

simulation, and green corresponds to the HomoRad+HomoSfc simulation.  
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Figure 6. Horizontal – vertical cross sections of tangential wind speed, temperature anomaly and 

convective heating rate in the composite TC.  (a-c) colored contours of tangential wind speed (m/s) 

and black contours of temperature anomaly (K). (d-f) colored contours of convective heating rate 

(K/day) and a red line indicating the height of the tropopause defined by zero radiative cooling 

rate. The first, second and third columns correspond to the Control, HomoRad and 

HomoRad+HomoSfc simulations, respectively. All represented fields are at 𝑦 = 512 km 
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Figure 7. The available potential energy (APE) and its budget, integrated from the surface to 15 

km. (a) The APE in the Control, HomoRad and HomoRad+HomoSfc experiments. APE of 

HomoRad+HomoSfc is multiplied by 10 to highlight features. (b) The APE budgets for the 

Control simulation.  (c) The APE budgets for the HomoRad simulation. (d) The APE budgets for 

the HomoRad+HomoSfc simulation.  In (b-d), red represents the total APE change rate, blue 

represents the radiation term, orange represents the  convection term, green represents the 

advection term, purple represents the conversion term ,brown represents the surface fluxes term 

and pink represents the residual. 
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Figure 8. Time evolution of maximum surface wind speed and minimum surface pressure for 

simulations at 2-km resolution. (a) Shows wind speed (m s-1), (b) shows minimum surface 

pressure (hPa). Different lines correspond to different experiments (see legend). 


